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Because it retrieves all instructions and data from a single memory, the highly prevalent von Neumann computer architecture has a fundamental speed limit. The speed of light limits the rate data can move from a single memory, thereby limiting the speed of the computer. Attempts to push the physical limits in supercomputers reduce their efficiency; in fact, this is why a personal computer provides more performance for the dollar than a supercomputer. Nonetheless, continued progress in science and engineering requires faster supercomputers. Consequently, researchers have long investigated non-von Neumann computer architectures. The scalable multicompiler architecture, which uses many microprocessors together to solve a single problem, promises to be a solution. In fact, scalable parallel computers that run at tera ($10^{12}$) floating-point operations per second are now under construction.

While Tflops processor technology is well known, the scalable operating and I/O system technology necessary for those speeds is not. This article describes how Unix can be extended to scalable computing to permit Tflops speeds. We designed this technology into the system software of the Neube-2, the predecessor to Neube's announced Tflops parallel computer. We describe the system specifically and provide some performance numbers.

Parallel programming. Advancing technology makes parallel processing less explicit. Newer systems avoid new commands, system calls, or languages. Instead, parallel extensions are placed into existing software without disrupting nonparallel programs. The resulting systems will let you use a Tflops parallel computer without knowing parallel programming as emerging parallel versions of standard languages move these operations to the compiler. In addition, parallel storage systems automatically distribute large data sets over multiple I/O devices. Standard Unix commands now run arbitrary mixtures of parallel and nonparallel programs and I/O devices. However, users will get scalable computing and I/O rates from commands that include only parallel components.

Scalable architectures. Several vendors sell machines that have the scalable architecture shown in Figure 1. The architecture has $n$ processing elements (PEs) and $m$ I/O media. A $\log (n + m)$ stage communications network allows the PEs and the I/O devices to communicate (one vendor uses an $(n + m) / 2$ stage net-
work). Each PE contains a microprocessor and some local memory. This architecture avoids the von Neumann bottleneck because the total memory-access rate grows with the number of processors. Other bottlenecks are avoided because the communication network capacity grows with the number of PEs and I/O devices.

The Tflops computers due for delivery in 1995 approximate Figure 1, with 

\[ n = 10,000 \text{ and } m = 100 \text{ million floating-point operations per second (Mflops) per CPU}. \] 

(See the sidebar "Message passing and shared memory.")

The traditional standard for balanced I/O requires the I/O rate (in megabytes per second) to equal the computing rate (in Mflops). Some researchers expect this to hold true for Tflops supercomputers. This implies that a scalable processor requires a scalable I/O system for balance. The ratio of \( n \) to \( m \) — and the relative speeds of the PEs and I/O media — determine the I/O balance. Keeping the ratio of \( n \) to \( m \) about the same keeps I/O balanced as the computers scale in size.

**Programming.** The data-parallel method dominates programming for scalable computers. Originally, programmers wrote data-parallel programs by hand.\(^7\) At that time, programmers also wrote a single program for all PEs. They distributed large arrays among the PEs, leaving \( 1/n \)th of the data and computations on each one. More recent compilers can distribute arrays themselves.\(^8\) Extensions to conventional programming languages let the programmer declare forms of parallelism. The compilers then divide the data and computations among the various processors. A similar approach applies to I/O. The programmer specifies certain attributes of the secondary storage system, and the compiler optimizes the data distribution across the PEs and I/O media simultaneously.

So what keeps parallel supercomputers out of the mainstream?

**System software.** It takes more than power to produce commercially successful computers. The power must arrive in familiar, easy-to-use, portable packages. These packages include an Application Program Interface (API), the most widely known being DOS, Windows, Macintosh, and Unix. These packages offer functional capabilities and promise future continuity, running on many generations of hardware. In recent years, however, packages that deliver more computing power have become as important as the hardware itself. Unfortunately, existing packages for nonparallel computers need reworking to deliver scalable computing rates. This article describes reworking Unix for this purpose.

The notion of the API is central to this reworking. Programmers code applications to run with an operating system, not directly on the computer’s hardware. The API defines the interface between applications and the operating system. When compiled and linked, applications can run on any computer and with any I/O devices that support the API. This gives hardware vendors a ready market for new machines as long as they support the API on successive generations of hardware. Similarly, software vendors code to the API, not to the hardware, to ensure that their software will run on future computers.

The APIs developed for nonparallel computers are inadequate for parallel processing. Specifically, existing multi-tasking API implementations lose efficiency when values of \( n \) and \( m \) exceed several dozen. More seriously, they restrict I/O to a single channel for a

---

**Message passing and shared memory**

The message-passing type of scalable computer uses the network to send messages between processes. These computers require the distribution of data and computations.\(^7\) This means that large arrays become distributed among the memories of the processors. Programmers then try to assign each computation to the processor holding the data it acts on. Inevitably, however, some computations will use data stored in several memories. In this case, messages convey data between processors.

The shared-memory type of scalable computer can route memory accesses from one processor through the network to memory in another processor. The programmer still distributes data arrays and computations on shared-memory computers, but the distributions do not have to match so precisely. This is because a computation on any processor can access data in any other processor’s memory. Announced products of this type have performance below the Tflops level, however, with network performance being the limiting factor.

While research continues into faster networks for shared memory, there is another approach as well. Newer compilers control the distribution of data arrays and computations for the inner loops of computations.\(^7\) This reduces the number of memory accesses that occur over the network, reducing network performance requirements. This improves performance but blurs the distinction between the shared-memory and message-passing approaches.

Even though matching data distribution with I/O is a main concern in this article, it does not apply directly to shared-memory computers. However, matching distributions lessens network performance requirements for I/O, as it does for computation. This might make existing networks adequate. We suggest, therefore, that this article applies indirectly to shared-memory computers.
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time. In contrast, some scalable algorithms run on thousands of processors and use hundreds of disks. Simple extensions of the Unix API can put these algorithms into an API that is scalable by design.

The bulk of this article concerns deriving a scalable API compatible with Unix. We chose Unix because it is the most popular operating system among current users of parallel computers, although the basic ideas can apply more widely.

Extending Unix

Figure 2 shows how the Unix executable file is an internal interface that limits the effects of different programming languages. Compilers specific to each language translate programs into a single executable file type. This insulates the rest of the system from knowing a program's source language. For these reasons, parallel source is compiled into the common executable.

Figure 3 shows the Unix abstraction for connecting application programs to one another and to I/O devices. Unix has several features for managing I/O that we collectively call I/O streams. One such feature, device-independent I/O, lets a program perform I/O to a variety of I/O devices without a change in source code. All programs and I/O devices communicate through a common interface, or I/O stream. A second feature — variously called pipes, sockets, and fifos — allows two programs to communicate directly by using the I/O streams model. Window-based user interfaces illustrate the value of this internal interface.

Hundreds of Unix utility programs were first written decades ago on minicomputers. Their programmers knew only about hard-copy terminals and CRT character displays because there were no windowing systems then. Since old-style terminals performed I/O using an I/O stream, windowing systems were designed to emulate the older terminals and allow older programs to run today in windows. I/O streams allowed hundreds of programs to upgrade to a window-based user interface. This accelerated the acceptance of window-based user interfaces by automatically providing hundreds of utility programs.

We can accelerate the acceptance of parallel processing if parallel programs and parallel I/O use an extension of the standard Unix I/O stream, allowing existing Unix programs to run on new parallel computers. Like the window-based user interfaces, this will provide a limited upgrade.

The Unix API allows programmers to treat all I/O as a byte stream. This means programs do not need to know the physical representation of files and output devices (such as tape and disk blocking and printer carriage control). Conversely, I/O devices do not need to know how a program interprets data (such as text or binary data). Instead, programmers imagine and manipulate data in the most natural way. On-screen text (illustrated in Figure 4) or images (illustrated in Figure 5) are...
common models. While writing programs that print lines of text, programmers imagine adding lines to the bottom of a document. This model holds even when the program is outputting to disk.

Byte streams are abstractions because the system does not really perform I/O that way. Instead, data actually moves from a program to a device in one step as shown in Figure 4. Writing a line of text to disk, for example, can change the end of one disk block, get an unused disk block from the "free list," add that block to the file description in the directory, and change the beginning of the new block. (See the sidebar "Other approaches to parallel operating systems."

Unix extensions for data distribution. Figure 5 also shows how data flows in a prototypical parallel I/O activity. In the following sections, we package these dataflows into the Unix model. Figure 5 is an example of a parallel program in its execution environment. The program is a parallel image-processing application that writes the image to a parallel disk. The parallel program on the bottom left uses a programming paradigm variously called single program, multiple data (SPMD); loosely synchronous; or data parallel. In such a program, each of four PEs runs the same program. Furthermore, the PEs execute similar sequences of instructions, but on different data. All PEs execute system calls in the same sequence.

The programmer views the data as an 8 x 8 image, as shown at the top of Figure 5. (We labeled each pixel with a small image so that correspondences are easy to see.) Image processing applications commonly divide data into roughly square two-dimensional regions and distribute these regions to the processors, where they are viewed as a 2D array. This distribution excels for image-processing algorithms that access the neighbors of each pixel. The arrow from the image to the sending (S) processor array represents this distribution. We placed a tag on this arrow with the words "S: 4 x 4 images, 4 PEs" to document this first distribution.

The figure shows normal striping for the two-disk storage system on the right. The storage view processes data as a 1D sequence of 8-byte blocks, with the blocks distributed round-robin to the disk drives. This kind of distribution gives good results over the general mix of I/O accesses in a computer system. The arrow from the image to the receiving (R) I/O array and the arrow’s tag document this second distribution.

As with nonparallel Unix I/O, parallel I/O is not actually done in this way.

Other approaches to parallel operating systems

The most widely used approach to parallel operating systems is multithreading. This approach, now used on tens of thousands of symmetric multiprocessors, lets each Unix process have multiple execution threads, as shown in Figure A. Each thread has a separate CPU, but all threads in a process share the same memory.

During a computation phase, calculations are performed by all CPUs in parallel. In early versions of this technology, only one CPU could perform a system call at once. This was equivalent to having an "I/O position" that only one CPU could occupy. Since the outside world sees a process only through system calls, such a process looks just like the single CPU in the I/O station. More recent operating systems allow multiple processors to perform certain system calls at the same time. This technology requires identifying all interactions between system calls and dealing with each case, so that the result looks like a single CPU. The industry is still dealing with the complexity explosion that results from this approach.

Commercial multiprocessors limit the number of CPUs to around 32, although some research computers have 256 processors.

Another approach derives from the libraries of parallel functions developed for distributed-memory parallel computers. The first distributed-memory parallel computers had no system software. Users wrote library packages with the minimal
To achieve scalable transfer rates, the operating system sends data directly from the processors to the disks. Throughout Figure 5, the pixels in PE 2 are outlined in color. This shows how output from PE 2 creates a complex pattern on the disk. Specifically, output from PE 2 goes to disk 0, then 1, and repeats on disks 0 and 1. Furthermore, PE 2's data in each stripe neither starts nor ends either stripe and is not even contiguous within the stripe. Complex patterns like these often result from composing two data distributions.

Tags S and R define the pattern of data movement. To preserve the byte stream abstraction, the API must hide the program's tag from that of the I/O device, and vice versa. (See the sidebar “Parallel I/O for supercomputing” on the next page.)

**Scalable I/O streams.** Figure 6 shows a scalable algorithm suitable for an I/O stream. This diagram overlays the processors, network, and I/O units of the scalable architecture shown in Figure 1. We show data switches on the left and right sides of the figure. These switches are placed in each processor and I/O device. As the data passes through the left-hand switches, the switch routes individual bytes or blocks to the proper channel on the right. The switches on the right order the arriving data into a single stream. The network in the middle conveys the data blocks to the proper unit.

The algorithm in Figure 6 is new and interesting. It is effective at redistributing data from the left-hand distribution S to the right-hand distribution R. This is R \cdot S^{-1} in functional notation (f(g(x)) = (f \circ g)(x)).

The algorithm in Figure 6 is both theoretically and practically scalable. As detailed later, the data-switching algorithms are theoretically “constant-time” and fast in practice. Since they are independent and executed in parallel, they do not impair scalability. Because of the way the algorithm uses the network, the algorithm does not impair scalability either. The networks used in multicomputers experience slowly degrading latency but constant bandwidth per port as the network scales. The rate at which a processor produces data does not change as the number of processor grows. It matches the network's constant bandwidth per port exactly. Data also may be pipelined through the network, diminishing the effect of network latency. Latency increases execution time by just one network latency time per I/O block, which may be thousands of bytes.

While data-switching algorithms are straightforward, the operating system must know S and R to configure the algorithm. The next section describes how the system obtains S and R from executing programs through system calls. Also, we propose (although this is not standard yet) that nonparallel programs and devices receive a default tag that says “no distribution, one processor.” This would make the algorithm handle connections between parallel and nonparallel programs and devices automatically.

**Interface to emerging parallel languages.** Figure 7 illustrates an interface to parallel compilers. We illustrate the `array dimension a(k, 8)` from the example at the top center of the figure. Parallel compilers select data distributions like S and use them for distributing arrays and calculations on the arrays. Until recently, parallel compilers disregarded this information, making it unavailable to other parts of the system. Now, parallel compilers are being enhanced so that they place this information into the executable file and generate system calls to pass this information to the operating system before performing I/O. This gives the operating system the information necessary to use the I/O stream extension previously described.

A similar situation exists with data distributions in I/O devices. The system administrator selects R based on the number of disks on the system and other requirements. In current I/O
device technology, data distribution is entirely the responsibility of the storage subsystem and is unavailable elsewhere. This is equivalent to the parallel compiler's discarding data-distribution information. Making R available in the data switch is crucial to producing scalable I/O to the device.

A system call delivering distribution information to the operating system is the primary extension needed for executable files. If the default is "no distribution, one processor," the new system call does not affect existing programs. That is, existing Unix programs, written without knowledge of parallel processing, become valid parallel programs with one processor. Parallel programs make the new system call and thus enable parallel I/O.

Parallel I/O for supercomputing

Although there are other forms of parallel I/O, you can view them as variants of the example in Figure 5. (We refer readers to Crockett for a similar taxonomy.) Specifically:

• Each PE may need to access the entire data set. Examples of this include reading a configuration file or accessing a database. Our system supports this mode of access by letting a processor that specifies no distribution tag access the entire file.

• PE can append asynchronously to the end of a data set. This occurs when you write messages to the end of a debugging file, for example. We support this access scalably by adding a shared read/write pointer, using a message-based distributed addition algorithm based on Gottlieb et al. for the shared read/write pointer.

• Sometimes PE will perform I/O asynchronously rather than in the single program, multiple data (SPMD) model. We have a user-changeable flag that declares to the operating system that I/Os are in SPMD mode. This cues the operating system to employ certain timing optimizations. With the flag off, the operating system performs asynchronous operations.

• Data is often formatted as variable-length text lines. Non-parallel computers face this issue as well and resolve it by using library packages for formatting and parsing. We believe library packages are also right for parallel computers. A parallel library would transfer data to and from the operating system using a fixed distribution. The library code on multiple PEs would work collectively to format or parse the data.

There are nonobvious criteria for selecting I/O data distributions. Limiting the maximum overhead is the key to a good I/O system. "Having low overhead," however, is different from "being fast." Only programs with simple data distributions can produce data at the fastest rates. To limit overhead, we need fast algorithms for these simple distributions. Conversely, dealing with complex data distributions slows a program and its I/O rate. The system designer can use slower algorithms here without introducing high I/O overhead. This means the I/O system must be most efficient only for those data distributions that correlate with high I/O rates.

Our experience shows that only 1D and 2D distributions need direct support. Of the few programs we found with distributions of three or more dimensions, all but one were computationally intensive anyway. Overhead in redistributing the data here is tolerable. The one exception was out-of-core FFTs, which remain an exception. A 1D distribution views data as a sequence of blocks that are distributed round robin to the units. The distribution of an array or dense matrix by column or row is 1D. So are the interleaved forms of these distributions. We need unequal block sizes when the number of data items is not a multiple of the number of processors, however. The most even division of the data involves some blocks of a particular size and some blocks 1 byte larger. Block-oriented data movement is a 1D distribution. This includes system I/O by formatting or parsing libraries, I/O to a striped disk, and data handling in RAID (redundant arrays of inexpensive disks). Parity block generation in RAID systems is not a form of data distribution because data goes to more than one place.

Computer graphics and visualization make 2D distributions important, although they occur occasionally in other applications. Imaging programs are often computationally simple, yet have high bandwidth requirements. This makes controlling overhead important. A typical distribution for images divides a CRT screen into an array of nearly square subimages. These subimages are mapped to processors. Interleaving is the most common variant. In other applications, distributing a dense matrix by block is a 2D operation. So are the interleaved forms of these distributions. Furthermore, parallel compilers occasionally generate 2D distributions from 1D arrays.

Subsequent to the writing of this manuscript, Ncube and other vendors have refined the system in this article (described in detail in the next sidebar). Ncube now allows data to be distributed in \( k \) dimensions by specifying \( k \)-1 parameters (the data becomes a stream in the last dimension). Each I/O transfer becomes a \( k \)-dimensional subregion. The National Lab's Parallel Data-Exchange Group is developing a system based on a list of distributions. In this system, distributions are identified by the terminology in this article, but a program may supply a list of distributions. Two-dimensional (and higher) data can therefore be represented, although the amount of data required for the representation may be large.
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parallel execution (such as adding two new network types to existing network types like Ethernet).

**Parallel execution model.**

Figure 8 is a defining example of how we extended Unix on the Ncube parallel computer. The example first compiles the well-known Hello World program with the Ncube C compiler. The additional command line switch "-n 4" results in a parallel program with four processors. The second line runs the resulting a.out file. Running a C program in parallel simply runs the program on each processor.

Users could also compile a real parallel program, which also loads and runs the same executable on each processor. However, a real executable does more than just print the same "answer" four times. Each processor first asks the operating system which of the four processors it is. It then uses this information to select the portion of the distributed data it must compute. Following the computation, each processor prints only the part of the answer that corresponds to its part of the data.

The parts of the parallel program also must communicate at times to carry out some computations. Since a parallel program should run on any set of processors, it is inappropriate for a program to use real network addresses for communications. Instead, the processors address each other using nonnegative integers, with the operating system translating the integers to network addresses. To support this communication, parallel-computer vendors typically add a whole new messaging system that takes integer addresses. Unfortunately, the abstractions in these system calls duplicate the ones already in Unix for networking support. To achieve a more concise description, we will describe these features as though there were no unnecessary duplication. The Ncube-2 system likewise eliminates unnecessary duplication.

**Program networks.** The new messaging systems have the same effect as the program network illustrated in Figure 9 (we discuss the channel network in the figure later). The program network interconnects a specific group of processors using nonnegative integer addresses. The start-up procedure for a parallel program creates one of these networks to connect the processors. This network is then used for interprocessor communications. We emphasize that a program network does not have dedicated hardware but shares the scalable interconnect.

**Splitting the Unix process abstraction.** The parallel execution model adds a new abstraction to Unix. We see this if we try to apply Unix names to the parts of Figure 8. We associate the term "program" with the file produced by a compiler. We also would say that the Hello World program writes "hello world" on the terminal once. Since Figure 8 has one a.out file but writes "hello world" four times, the two definitions of program conflict. We resolve this by splitting the Unix process abstraction into two parts. The a.out file becomes a parallel program (PP) that runs on multiple processors. We call the code that runs on each processor a program element (PE), even though it is not a complete program. These two abstractions merge for current Unix programs, since all run on one processor. (The sidebar "Program elements and threads" on the next page elaborates on PE terminology.)

As shown in Figure 10, many features of a Unix process become attributed to either a PP or PE. A few receive more sophisticated treatment. Program executables and the exit syst-
Program elements and threads

Multithreaded Unix operating systems for shared-memory parallel computers also split the process abstraction. These systems keep the name process for what we call a parallel program and add a new entity called a thread. Threads and PEs are different, although they occupy the same level of abstraction. However, a thread has only an execution context, while a PE has memory as well.

We are deliberately giving the acronym PE two meanings. We chose the term program element as a compromise between operating system and parallel processing terminology. The designers of scalable computers devised the term processing element (PE). It referred to the single-tasking microprocessor and memory that was replicated to form early scalable computers. Over time, programmers expanded this term to refer to the software that runs on the hardware with the same name. We now face a dilemma: You cannot use a hardware term for the parts of a program in the context of operating systems. By using the term program element instead of program call, we fix this problem while retaining the widely used acronym PE.
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Implementation on Ncube

We wrote system software for the Ncube parallel computer on the basis of the ideas presented in this article. This software, now version 3.0 of Ncube's system software, is commercially available. All features in this article are available except for preconnecting a parallel file to a program. This release is not a Unix port, however.

We implemented operating system features in the C and Fortran compiler libraries running on top of Ncube's proprietary communications kernel. This sidebar describes some design choices in the Ncube implementation and shows that scalable operation is compatible with Unix.

Figure C shows a data-distribution function. The function maps byte positions in an I/O stream to a byte position in one of the replicated units. We represent the position of a byte as a binary number and apply it to the left of the function. The action of the function is to permute the order of bits as shown by the lines in the figure. The right-hand side of the function divides the bits into two groups: The bottom group represents the unit number; the upper group represents the byte position within that unit. The specific function shown is the distribution on the left side of Figure 5. With the proper permutation, you can express any n-dimensional distribution with or without interleaving. The limitation is that block sizes must be powers of 2.

This class of functions has useful mathematical properties. The data switch uses these properties to compute destinations and block sizes. Figure D illustrates these properties. The figure shows S from Figure C mirrored about the vertical axis, forming S⁻¹. The middle and right parts of the figure show the composition of S⁻¹ and R. (R is the data distribution for the disk in Figure 5.) We compose S⁻¹ and R by tracing each bit from the left side of S⁻¹ through the common boundary to the right side of R. We call the resulting function R ∘ S⁻¹ a composite data distribution. The data switch uses it to direct data from the sending side directly to the receiving side.

This approach is particularly efficient for sending data in blocks rather than one byte at a time. DeBenedictis and del Rosario show a method of computing block size. The only aspect of the block size computation actually related to the block size involves counting the number of parallel traces in the composite data distribution. With n parallel traces, you can send a 2ⁿ-byte block. These data structures and algorithms should result in a small computational overhead, which we show below.

We ran numerous performance trials, including program-to-program, program-to-file, and program-to-device (video display) I/O. We also recompiled Unix programs, like tar, and put them on the system release tape as system utilities. The detailed results appear in DeBenedictis and del Rosario and in the Ncube technical documentation.

We include one performance result to show that the high-level approach taken in this article can be efficient. Figure E shows a parallel pipeline, or two programs running simultaneously on a parallel computer. The output of one program becomes the input of the other. In the trial runs, the programs input or output a 1,024 x 1,024-byte matrix. We distributed the matrix over a varying number of processors using row-, column-, and block-oriented distributions. The parallel code is similar to that shown in Figure 11, except there is no "open" command. To provide a context for the performance numbers, this computer has 2-Miflops processors connected as a hypercube with 2.22 Mbyte/s communication paths. Table A shows performance results. The results of these tests meet expectations perfectly. Since these tests use a fixed-size data set, the running time decreases as the number of...
Link to I/O. Let's discuss parallel I/O enhancements for the example in Figure 5. Figure 11 illustrates some code required for our approach to this example. The key issue in opening files is whether the entire parallel program is opening a file collectively or a PE is opening one individually. The behavior differs, for example, if the file-opening operation creates a file. If several PEs attempt to create the same file individually, only one can succeed. The others will fail because the file already exists. We reconcile this by letting a PE open or create a file in global mode. In this mode, only one PE actually creates the file; it then relays the resulting handle to the other PEs.

In our system, the Unix system call ioctl performs the function selected by the middle argument Cmd (command) on the specified file. The third argument is a pointer to an arbitrary block of data containing an encoding of the tags we have been using in this article.

The write statement starts a series of activities that can move data at scalable rates. Before any data can move through the I/O stream algorithm shown in Figure 6, we must configure the data switches to perform R → S⁻¹. The ioctl call cannot do this because the ends of the channel can receive data tags at different times. Both S and R will be available before the first data movement, however, because the system swaps the S and R information between the ends of the channel. This configures the data switches, as shown
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Table A. Pipelines between programs of various sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S, R</th>
<th>Sender distribution</th>
<th>Receiver distribution</th>
<th>Rate per node (in MBps)</th>
<th>Aggregate bandwidth (in MBps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>108.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>block</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>column</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The easiest explanation of data movement assumes that each byte is moved individually. The process starts with the index of a byte within the PE's I/O stream. After receiving the tags shown in Figure 12, the switch can compute the destination for a byte. The destination consists of a destination unit number and an index within that unit. Here, a unit is a disk or a processor, depending on the nature of the connection. The byte is then sent to the destination in one of two protocols, as described in the next section. This explanation applies in concept to most scalable I/O systems but details vary widely.

Actually, to obtain acceptable performance, data must move in blocks rather than one byte at a time. We enhanced the data switch to emit a channel network. A channel network connects the sender and receiver to obtain the data from next. (Refer to the sidebar "Implementation on Neube.")

**Scalable I/O hardware**

While Tflops computers are under construction, the fastest external networks at the same stage of development operate at about 1 gigabyte per second. This is under 0.1 percent of the bandwidth required for a traditional I/O balance. By using the software described earlier and the “stream combiner” architecture in Figure 13, you could build a scalable network that any Unix program can drive. You could then scale the network to a Tbyte-per-second level to balance a computer scaled to Tflops operation. The same architecture could drive any fast medium, such as a radar antenna or a video display.

The device in Figure 13 works like the section of roadway between a toll booth and a bridge. Since speed at toll booths is slower than in traffic lanes, a two-lane bridge may need a dozen toll booths. Cars emerge slowly from the toll booths on a dozen lanes of roadway. As these lanes quickly merge into two lanes, the cars become closer together and traffic speeds up. This lets the bridge run at full capacity though individual toll booths are slow. The stream combiner illustrates work like four toll booths and a one-lane bridge. While cars merge randomly on a roadway, the stream combiner merges the data according to the simple interleaving pattern shown. Curiously, several parallel computer vendors have I/O devices that look like the one in Figure 13, but the appearance is superficial because they use a different concept.

The merging pattern shown corresponds to the 1D data distribution described earlier. This lets you create a data-distribution tag for the stream combiner. If you then treat stream combiner inputs as the units of a parallel entity, the software described earlier will work. However, you must tailor a stream combiner to each specific medium. For example, an engineer must pick a size for the symbols in Figure 13 and understand the flow-control requirements of the medium.

This article outlined the evolution of software that will make parallel computers as easy to use as nonparallel ones. This evolution involves some new ideas but does not require developing an operating system from scratch. Most of the code now written for Unix will run unchanged on a parallel computer.

Here is what a Tflops supercomputer will look like. Parallel-computer vendors will construct Tflops processors and balance them with scalable secondary storage. Parallel I/O to fast networks and special I/O devices will be available as options. The standard configuration will include nonparallel LAN interfaces.

The standard configuration will also include an operating system like the one described here and data-parallel C and Fortran compilers. The operating system will include the standard set of Unix tools and utility programs compiled (but not rewritten) to run on one processor. This suite of several hundred programs will provide the networking, electronic mail, and other traditional tools that make Unix attractive.

The user would add parallel applications, like weather prediction or molecular modeling. These would be Tflops programs with balanced I/O. Users could freely mix and match the parallel programs with the Unix utilities. For example, you could direct the output of...
a parallel program to a workstation running data visualization software via a LAN.

While recompiling the hundreds of well-known Unix utilities would provide a great deal of software at low cost, this approach has limits. As the application programs become more powerful, some nonparallel Unix utilities would become bottlenecks. For example, the Unix copy command would be the only tool available to copy a Byte file distributed over 10,000 disks. Since the Unix utilities run on only one processor, the operation would be very slow. As they become bottlenecks, these Unix utilities would be rewritten as scalable programs, while providing the same interface.

We now have a computer with parallel processing "under the hood." Just as new cars have familiar controls, T10ps supercomputers will have familiar commands for editing files and sending electronic mail. Running or writing computationally intensive applications with the familiar commands yields a surprise: The computer runs 10,000 times faster than a workstation.
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